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Our goal is the accumulation of general knowledge, such as that a room may have windows; people may want to be rid of a dictator; when a person enters a room, it is generally through a door; and when a car crashes, the driver and passengers may well be hurt or killed. The applications we are working on are (1) improved guidance of a parser; (2) support for deep learning by reading; and (3) building a large knowledge base for our Epilog inference engine, to support commonsense reasoning, in particular in a self-motivated, self-aware dialog agent.

Like many in the NLP community, we are attempting to exploit large text corpora for extracting the desired general knowledge. However, our target applications (particularly (2, 3)) require that the knowledge employed be expressed in a formal knowledge representation, rather than, for instance, tuples of word strings. Therefore our approach from the outset has been to derive general knowledge from fully parsed text, using compositional interpretive rules. We first reported our work in (Schubert 2002, Schubert & Tong 2003), where we describe a system called KNEXT (KNowledge EXtraction from Text), and its application to the Penn Treebank version of the Brown corpus. The system employs about 80 rules for mapping phrases to logical forms; it focuses on predicate-argument structures (dropping adjuncts) and modification structures within the logical forms, and also generalizes named entities to types (e.g., \textit{Franco becomes a dictator}). In this way it derives general tentative “factoids”, expressed in Episodic Logic (e.g., Schubert & Hwang 2000). KNEXT obtained 117,000 distinct factoids from the Brown corpus (more than 2 per sentence), and human judging sanctioned about 60% of these as reasonable general claims about the world. The logical factoids are also automatically rendered into approximate English, e.g., “A person may believe a proposition”, “Children may live with relatives”, “A comedy can be delightful”, etc.

Since that early work we have refined KNEXT in various ways (e.g., blocking such phrases as \textit{legal secretary} from yielding a factoid “A secretary can be legal”, while still allowing \textit{red rose} to yield “A rose can be red”), and applied it to large corpora parsed with state-of-the-art statistical parsers. Our target corpora have included the 100 million word British National Corpus, yielding over 6 million factoids, and a corpus of web documents, also yielding about 6 million factoids. Human judgements for these factoids were nearly as favorable as for those derived from hand-parsed text. Our recent results are summarized in (Van Durme & Schubert 2008), where we also make comparisons with TextRunner (Banko et al. 2007); we have also shown the efficacy of our approach for mining class attributes from general text (Van Durme, Qian and Schubert 2008), comparing this approach with one based on Google query logs (Paşca & Van Durme 2007).

Two main goals in our current work are (i) particularizing light verbal predicates (such as \textit{have}) and prepositions (such as \textit{with}) in our logical factoids; and (ii) obtaining stronger propositions either by generalization from clusters of related factoids (Van Durme, Michalak, & Schubert 2008), or by abstraction from sentences with multiple verbs, such as “The car crashed into a tree, killing the driver”, which suggests that if a car crashes, the driver may be killed (see Van Durme 2008 for a discussion of conditional abstraction).
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